The first step toward more efficient business process management is to systematically analyze your organization's key metrics and system usage with the aid of reference structures. The use of key metrics is essential for monitoring and controlling process performance – and continually improving business processes.

The Process Identification analysis helps you differentiate between the processes you use and the ones you don't. What's more, it systematically documents these based on your customer-specific process model or a default reference model. Usage indicators at every level document the performance of processes and process steps. Just click on these to drill down to detailed values from your ERP system. And if you wish, conduct an additional analysis – a comparison of your planned and actual values.

**YOUR NEED**

- To check an existing process model against actual process usage
- To spot deviations from the reference model
- To determine which processes are used and which are not
- To identify your major processes for quick wins and eliminate unused processes
- To compare planned values (existing or in development) to actual values
Business Process Management – Process Identification

- Illustrates your processes using reality-based models
- Documents processes simply, clearly and realistically
- Identifies major, minor and unused processes
- Monitors processes by analyzing specific usage indicators

> OUR SERVICE

- Depicts the customer-specific model
- Shows a default reference model
- Evaluates reference models
- Identifies active and inactive process elements
- Assesses the structure elements via usage indicators
- Compares planned and actual values

Sales Orders

> Excerpt of the RBE Plus Browser: Process structure sales orders

> YOUR BENEFIT

- Illustrates your processes using reality-based models
- Documents processes simply, clearly and realistically
- Identifies major, minor and unused processes
- Monitors processes by analyzing specific usage indicators
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